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!The more GPUs you buy, the more you save."

Jensen Huang, circa 2018



This Talk:

The more GPUs you buy, the more time you save.



The	Scalability	Problem
Training	large	machine	learning	models	efficiently

! Large	Datasets!
! "#$%&'&(!)1.6	million	images	(~300GB)
! '"*+,---)*./(0123$45)5$($6&(!) 2000	hours
! Distributed	training

! Large	Models!
! ResNet-152	78&)&()$9:),-;<=!);<,)9$>&46,	60	million	parameters
! LACEA	7?@)&()$9:),-;A=!),,)9$>&46B)65	million	parameters	
! Communication	is	expensive!
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Data-parallel	Stochastic	Gradient	Descent
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Data	parallel	SGD	(bigger	models)
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Data	parallel	SGD	(!"##$%$%model)
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Compresion:	General	Idea
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This	Talk

Algorithmic	methods	for	scalable	distributed	machine	learning.

Quantization Sparsification Decentralization

Trade-offs:	compression	M6convergence	M6)parametrization.

SuperML:	A	general	framework	implementing	all	these	techniques



Method	1:	Quantization



Quantization



1BitSGD	Quantization
[Microsoft	Research,	Seide et	al.	2014]
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Accumulate	the	error	locally,	and	apply	to	next	gradientX)
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Stochastic	Quantization
[De	Sa	et	al,	NIPS15],	[Alistarh	et	al.	NIPS17],	[Wen	et	al.,	NIPS17]
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Stochastic	Quantization
[Buckwild!,	NIPS15],	[QSGD,	NIPS17],	[TernGrad,	NIPS17]
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Additional	tuning	tricks:	bucketing,	normalization,	gradient	clipping.	

Compression	rate	≈	32/(s+1)	times
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Stochastic	Quantization
[Buckwild!,	NIPS15],	[QSGD,	NIPS17],	[TernGrad,	NIPS17]
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Other technical	tricks	applied	(bucketing,	normalization).	
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Method	1:	Quantization
[1bitSGD,	2014]	[Buckwild!,	NIPS15],	[QSGD,	NIPS17],	[TernGrad,	NIPS17]
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1. How	much	compression?
! S6@$99>)<	32xB)6/J0&)/(g6)h@6()2/()./5(1)4&5@0(/3J
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! Z&(.&&J)30%	$J5)300%	speedup	3J)\#$W3J)RQ,B)i)J35&6

2. Does	it	guarantee	convergence/accuracy?
! Theory:	?&6)CV*[FD:)SJNJ3.J)K34);2/(*[F:)
! Practice!)RP(&J6/M&)(&6(/J%)613.6)V*[F)CY2/(D)G4&6&4M&6)$00@4$0>)K34)$99)J&(6)
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3. Do	they	need	additional	parameter	tuning?	
! TernGrad,	1BitSGD:	?R*
! QSGD!)'e
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Method	2:	Sparsification
[Dryden	et	al.,	2016;	Aji &	Heafield,	2017;	Lin	et	al.,	2018]
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Method	2:	Sparsification
[Dryden	et	al.,	2016;	Aji &	Heafield,	2017;	Lin	et	al.,	2018]

1. How	much	compression?
! n	/	(	k	log	n	) /J)(1&34>B)G3(&J(/$99>)1@%&X

2. Does	it	still	guarantee	convergence?
! Theory:	@JNJ3.J

! Experiments:	@G)(3)800x	03#G4&66/3J)./(1)J3)$00@4$0>)9366)
M/$)0$4&K@9)G$4$#&(&4)(@J/J%[Lin	et	al.	2018]

3. Do	they	need	additional	parameter	tuning?	
! YesB)2@()%&J&4$9)4&0/G&6)$GG&$4)(3)&P/6()[Deep	Gradient	Compression,	Lin	et	al.	2018]

YES!



Sparsification with	Error	Correction	&'()$%#$*
[Alistarh,	Johansson,	Khirirat,	Konstantinov,	in	preparation]

Theorem 2. Consider the TopK algorithm for minimising a function f that satisfies the above
assumptions. Suppose that the learning rate sequence and K are chosen so that for any t:
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Proof of Theorem 2. We begin by bounding the difference between the consecutive steps of the
algorithm. By the Lipschitzness assumption:
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TLDR:
1. TopK /6)$)6G&0/$9)N/J5)3K#!'-,6$)-)7!+89:+
2. Convergence	4&f@/4&6);)7-<*<+/$#<%*-&!

3. Gradient	norm	must	be	preserved
4. Key:	13.)#@01)/$#<%*-&+-)$=+/6)(4$J6K&44&5)/J)(1&)TopK

momentum	tuning

gradient	clipping

error	correction

gradient	“shape”



Summary	so	far

Algorithmic	methods	for	scalable	distributed	machine	learning.

Quantization Sparsification

Can	provide	order-of-magnitude	communication	reduction!

But	how	about	system	support?

'&/(1&4)/6)6@GG34(&5)2>)MPI 34)NCCLX



SuperML:	A	Scalable	Communication	Framework
! Q3##@J/0$(/3J)K4$#&.34N)./(1)MPI-like	semantics
! '$(/M&)6@GG34()K34)quantization	$J5)sparsity
! Efficient	sparsity	support	is	non-trivial

3.1. Formulation
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(b) Sparse AllReduce

Figure 3.2: Difference between dense and sparse AllReduce. The gray items
are neutral elements in the vectors.

(a) Dense Subspace AllReduce (b) AllGather

Figure 3.3: Specializations of sparse AllReduce. The gray items are neutral
elements in the vectors.

cost. That is, at the end of the execution, each node should have the correct
result locally, i.e. the element-wise sum over the N dimensions, while min-
imizing the total communication costs, measured in the ! ! " model above.
For analyzing the runtime of each algorithm, we assume that every node
starts the operation exactly at the same point in time, and the total duration
is deÞned as the interval until the last node receives its last message and, if
needed, has computed the reduction operation locally.

3.1.3 Generalization

Notice that the given deÞnition of sparse AllReduce is a generalization of
both well known collective operations AllReduce and AllGather simultane-
ously. Only the sets of non-zero elements initially assigned to each node
distinguishes those problems. The AllGather collective is given if non of the
sets overlap: " i < j : Hi # Hj = ! . The resulting set of non-zero indices
therefore has size " P

i= 1 |Hi |. On the other hand, the AllReduce problem is
given if Hi = Hj for all nodes i and j, that is, the sets fully overlap and there-
fore the reduced result has |H1| elements. If |Hi | = N for all i, we refer to
this problem as dense AllReduce. If |Hi | = k < N, we say that the problem
is equivalent to a dense AllReduce on a subspace of dimension k rather than
N. Those two specializations are illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Efficient	Sparse	Collectives
[Renggli,	Alistarh,	Hoefler,	“High-Performance	Sparse	Communication	for	Machine	Learning”,	arxiv::1802.08021]
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! F&G&J5/J%)3J)(1/6B).&)@6&)completely	different	communication	patterns

3.3. Algorithms

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8

Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Stage 3:

Figure 3.9: Static Sparse AllReduce: Recursive doubling - Increasing amount
of sparse data in every stage

3.3.3 Static Sparse AllReduce

The size of the Þnal result remains below the threshold value ! . Clearly it is
true that N ! ! , this implies that K = k ! P < ! must hold. Therefore, even
the Þnal result is kept in a sparse format, and we give a lower bound on the
bandwidth term any algorithm needs in order to successfully terminate the
SSAR problem:

Lemma 3.1 Any algorithm solving the SSAR problem needs at least a duration of
log2(P)" + ( P " 1)k# if K = k, andlog2(P)" + 2P" 1

P k# if K = k ! P.

Proof The proof follows directly from the fact that the lower bound is known
for both specializations of the sparse AllReduce problem: AllGather if K =
k ! P and subspace dense AllReduce ifK = k. !

Inspired by both aforementioned algorithms for solving the AllReduce and
AllGather problems, we differ between two algorithms to solve the SSAR
problem. One for small messages, and the other one for a larger amount of
data. Again, the exact threshold is deÞned empirically due to the simpliÞed
communication cost model and all the problem-speciÞc unknown variables.

SSAR Rec Dbl

For small messages, we design a recursive doubling algorithm as visualized
in Figure 3.9. After every stage, a sparse vector summation on the received
and local data has to be performed. The latency is

L(P) = log2(P)"

for this algorithm, as there are log 2(P) stages. This part is data-independent.
The runtime for this algorithm lies in the range

L(P) + log2(P)k# # Tssarrec dbl # L(P) + ( P " 1)k#.

The lower bound is given when the k indices fully overlap. Therefore, at ev-
ery stage,k items need to be transmitted as the intermediate results maintain

27

3. The Sparse All Reduce Problem

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8

Figure 3.11: Direct sparse send AllToAll

Theorem 3.2 Any algorithm solving the DSAR problem needs at least a duration
of log2(P)! + N" .

Proof As every node needs to communicate to every other node directly or
indirectly, there is at least one node communicating to log 2(P) other nodes.
For the bandwidth term, every node needs to send its k items. As the size
of the resulting vector increases such that it eventually has no sparse rep-
resentation anymore, each node has to receive or send at leastN ! k items.
Taking the sum results in N" on the bandwidth term. !

From this observation we further derive the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3 The bandwidth required by any algorithm solving the DSAR problem
is at least1

2 the minimum bandwidth required by a dense AllReduce for the same
problem.

Proof Notice that the dense AllReduce has a lower bound of 2 P! 1
P N" on

the bandwidth. From Theorem 3.2we know that every DSAR algorithm has
a minimum bandwidth term of N" , which is obviously bigger than P! 1

P N"
for any P. !

This lemma tells us, if the resulting size K is bigger than the threshold #, one
can only hope to get a speedup of factor 2 compared to an optimal dense
AllReduce algorithm, when focusing on the bandwidth term.

DSAR Split AG

Based on this fact, we adopt the algorithm SSAR Split AlGa to force every
split to become dense. So, even though the data is received from the other
nodes in a sparse format, both, the summation and more important the sec-
ond step of the algorithm, the AllGather, are fulÞlled relying on a dense
format. There are already highly optimized algorithms to perform this sec-
ond step with dense data and reaching the lower bounds on both bandwidth
and latency terms. We therefore do not further investigate this topic here.
The Split part takes again a runtime of

(P ! 1)! + 0" " Tsplit " (P ! 1)! + k" .
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Does	it	work?

(a) Piz Daint (b) Greina (GigE)

Figure 3: Data density versus reduction time for various algorithms, dimensionN = 16M andP = 8 nodes.

baseline will be the MPI AllReduce implementation on
the fully dense vectors. On EC2, we make use of the de-
fault Open MPI installation optimized by Amazon. On
Piz Daint, we compare against the custom Cray-MPICH
installation, highly optimized by Cray, which provides
an extremely high-performance baseline. Since most of
our problems have dimensionN > 65K (maximum un-
signed short), we Þx the datatype for storing an index to
anunsigned integer .

Name # Classes # of samples Dimension

URL [35] 2 2 396 130 3 231 961
Webspam [48] 2 350 000 16 609 143

ImageNet [40] 1000 1,2 million 256x256x3
MNIST [31] 10 60 000 28x28
CIFAR-10 [29] 10 60 000 32x32x3

ATIS [19] 128 4 978s / 56 590w -

Hansards [1] - 948Ks / 15 657Kw -

Table 1: Real World Application Datasets.s stands for
sentences (or pairs) andw for words.

Micro-Benchmarks. We begin by validating our theo-
retical analysis on synthetic data, on the Piz Daint and
Greina (GigE) clusters. We vary the data dimensionN,
and the data densityd, as well as the number of nodes
P. Based on the deÞned density,k indices out ofN
are selected uniformly at random at each node, and are
assigned a random value. We run our sparse AllRe-
duce algorithms in order to validate both correctness and
the relative ordering of the derived analytical bounds.
The choice of parameters to generate the data, is within
reasonable ranges, seen in real world datasets. Graphs
are in a log-log scale. As execution times are non-
deterministic, we conduct Þve experiments with newly
generated data, while running each one for ten times.
Based on those 50 resulting runtime values, we state the
25 and 75 percentage quantiles.

Following the theoretical analysis of the proposed al-

gorithms, we expect SSARRecursiveDouble to per-
form best for a small amount of data, when latency dom-
inates over the bandwidth term. At higher node count
P, data becomes larger, which leads to less improve-
ment of the algorithm SSARRecursiveDouble at the
same number of non-zero entries over the other variants.
Furthermore, the algorithm SSARSplit AllGather dom-
inates over the DSARSplit AllGather variant as long as
the number of non-zero indices is relatively low com-
pared to the overall reduced size. To show the impact
of the network on performance, we run identical tests on
both Piz Daint and Greina (GigE) in Figure 3. Generally,
we Þnd that the results conÞrm our analysis.

We have also compared our approaches against the
ring-based MPI dense all-reduce (not shown). On the
a fast Aries network and with a relatively small number
of nodes, the ring-based algorithm is faster by a< 30%
margin. Our sparsity-based approach is consistently su-
perior on the Gigabit Ethernet interconnect.

Large-Scale Regression Instances.We use MPI-OPT
to train linear classiÞers (Logistic Regression, SVM) on
large-scale classiÞcation datasets using SGD and SCD.
The goal of this benchmark is to examine the runtime
improvements by just exploiting the sparsity inherently
present in the datasets and algorithms. Hence, we do not
apply any relaxed consistency techniques.

The datasets are speciÞed in Table 1. We make use
of the binary classiÞcation datasets URL and Webspam.
For SGD, the samples (and hence, gradients) have high
sparsity since the features are trigrams: while many such
combinations exist, an item, e.g., a sentence, can only
have a very limited set of them present. This is extremely
common in text-based datasets. Since communication
is lossless, convergence is preserved and we only report
speedup of the communication and overall training time.
We run SGD with large batches (1,000! P) for various
combinations. The achieved speed of MPI-OPT with the
best sparse reduction algorithm is reported in Table 2.

Additionally, we run SCD incorporated in MPI-OPT
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Precision,	Topology,	&	Training
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Gradient: g
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x = sync_model()

a = get_data()

g = get_grad(x,a)

x = update(x,g)

-

;

,

U
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Average: 
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Gradient: g

How	we	think	about	ML	System
What’s the property 
for a sync primitive?



x = sync_model()

a = get_data()

g = get_grad(x,a)

x = update(x,g)

-

;

,

U

Data Ar Model x
; ,

U

Data Ar Model x

Gradient: g
-

Average: 
(x1 + x2)/2

Gradient: g

Let’s	go	Distributed!
What’s the property 
for a sync primitive?



x = sync_model ()

a = get_data()

g = get_grad(x,a)

x = update(x,g)

Xiangru Lian, Ji Liu, CZ, HZ, CH, WZ, NIPS 2017 (Oral Presentation 40/3284)

a b

cd

(a+b+c+d)/4

Synchronous Centralized 

Parameter Server

AllReduce

Communication	Topology



x = sync_model ()

a = get_data()

g = get_grad(x,a)

x = update(x,g)

Xiangru Lian, Ji Liu, CZ, HZ, CH, WZ, NIPS 2017 (Oral Presentation 40/3284)

a b

cd

(a+b+c+d)/4

Synchronous Centralized 

Information of a single 
node passes to all nodes

Do we really need 
this assumption?

How much would it 
hurt us if we relax 
this assumption?

Sometimes, it does not 
hurt, in a statistical sense

Sometimes, it could help, 
in a system sense

Communication	Topology



x = sync_model ()

a = get_data()

g = get_grad(x,a)

x = update(x,g)

Xiangru Lian, Ji Liu, CZ, HZ, CH, WZ, NIPS 2017 (Oral Presentation 40/3284)

a b

cd

(a+b+c+d)/4

Synchronous Centralized Synchronous Decentralized 
a b

cd

(a+b+d)/3

(a+c+d)/3

(a+b+c)/3

(d+b+c)/3

Next 
Iteration

Does this work?

Communication	Topology



Xiangru Lian, Ji Liu, CZ, HZ, CH, WZ, NIPS 2017 (Oral Presentation 40/3284)

does not hurt

Synchronous Decentralized 
a b

cd

Next 
Iteration

Does this work?

[a b c d]

! ! ! !
! ! ! !
! ! ! !
! ! ! !

= [avg avg avg avg]

W

[a b c d] Wn - > [avg avg avg avg] => OK

Help

Topology: Ring      # Nodes: n

After K = O(n9) iterations, converge with rate O(1/√nK)

Same rate as centralized case

If each iteration is faster, decentralized algorithm can potentially be faster

Communication	Topology



So… Does it help?

Not Always, Not Never



Xiangru Lian, Ji Liu, CZ, HZ, CH, WZ, NIPS 2017 (Oral Presentation 40/3284)

does not hurt

Synchronous Decentralized 
a b

cd

Next 
Iteration

Does this work?
Help

Convergence 
(ResNet20, 112 Node, Ring)

Speed
(ResNet20, 112 Node, Ring)

“have to do”
=>

“choose to do”

Communication	Topology
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Data Ar Model x

Gradient: g

; ,

U

Data Ar Model x

Gradient: g
-

Average: 
(x1 + x2)/2

Quantize x whenever you send it?

^q)Nope:

Hanlin Zhang, Shaoduo Gan, Ji Liu, CZ, Ongoing
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Communication	Topology	+	Precision



x = sync_model(x)

a = get_data()

g = get_grad(x,a)

x = update(x,g)

Hanlin Zhang, Shaoduo Gan, Ji Liu, CZ, Ongoing

Communication	Topology	+	Precision



x = sync_model(x)

a = get_data()

g = get_grad(x,a)

x = update(x,g)

x = sync_model(x + d )

a = get_data()

g = get_grad(x,a)

d = x - update(x,g)

Save a local replica

Only send diff 

Hanlin Zhang, Shaoduo Gan, Ji Liu, CZ, Ongoing

Communication	Topology	+	Precision



Hanlin Zhang, Shaoduo Gan, Ji Liu, CZ, Ongoing
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